
RUG Meeting of 9 Apr 2022 – Presentation of HRE Development, Current Status 
Following questions and comments were extracted From the Zoom Chat log and edited to combine 

similar questions/comments. Some high-level answers were supplied at the end of the presentation, 

but the following goes into more detail and provides more complete explanations. 

Relative to HRE Screen/Data/Report Language settings 
From Lindsay Graham, Australia -- why can't Heading, Data and Screen languages all match? 
From Harry Gross, NY - table headings are there even with NO data - therefore, they are part of the 
screen, not the data :-) IMHO. Perhaps you should make this a 'setting'? 
HRE Team: No reason at all that the 
Languages can’t all match. In fact we 
expect most people will run with at 
least Screen and Data languages set 
the same. 
 
To Harry’s point, we initially thought 
the same, but when we added data to 
the screen, our thoughts changed. The 
Poll results on this question came out 
as opposite: - 
 
 

Comments and input on how people have changed the TMG ‘Add Person’ screen (from our 2nd 
Poll, we know 50%of you have changed this screen. Results of the 3rd Poll question are as below) 
From Lindsay Graham, Australia - citation per event will be a great addition to the Add Person Screen 
-- hooray! 
From Marc Erlitz, Seattle, WA - added a 
Residence Tag. 
From Susan Molye VA - used it to add 
different name styles. 
From Linda D, Iowa - added a Residence 
tag. 
From Bob Hunter (West Yorkshire, UK) - 
added occupation, residence, birth, death, 
census, probate. Has various versions of 
the add person screen (and the add 
multiple person screen) depending on the 
source. However only adds people using 
one source/citation. 
From Constant Marks - has used additional 
fields for adding multiple people. In 
particular has added Residence. 
From Takki - added baptism, (custom) 
baptism, residence, occupation, burial. 
From Marilyn Wethington - Occupation would be nice! 
From Kaye Wykoff, Texas - added mostly name variables, flags, occupation & burial. Usually adds 
people from a single source when adding a person or family. 
HRE Team: Clear input here that we need to make lots of variation possible in the Add Person screen. 
Interesting how many have added Residence, Occupation – maybe a result of the recent Census 
releases in the UK and US? 
 



Questions around Sources, Citations, Repositories 
From Kaye Wykoff, Texas - have you done anything yet on sources and citations? 
From Bob Hunter (West Yorkshire, UK) - can you talk a little about citations / sources / archives? 
HRE Team: not yet – Sources/citations etc will follow on once we have Name, Locations, Events, 
Tasks all bedded down. 

Questions on Testing, Availability 
From David Meinert - when will HRE be available for beta testing? 
From Kathleen Smith, FL - do you have a target release date and price? 
HRE Team: we don’t expect to release HRE for Beta testing until we have Sources, Citations, etc 
imported and the database update processes working. 
Given we’re a volunteer group with no ability to predict people’s available time to work on HRE, a 
target release date is impossible to predict. The price is, of course, $0. 

Following Questions are individual self-explanatory items, followed by our answers 
From Linda D, Iowa - will HRE work with Visual Chartform? 
HRE Team: no. Visual Chartform is a 3rd-party product that was used by TMG and RootsMagic 7, but 

is no longer supported by its author and still contains major bugs. Charting functions for HRE will be 

written anew. 

From Takki - what is meant by 'Notepad'? 
HRE Team: Notepads are a unique HRE concept. To quote the HRE Glossary: “A Notepad is like a Flag 

in as much as they can be user-defined for all Research Types and other objects. The difference is that 

Notepads hold string values of potentially great length and whose internal format is of no concern to 

HRE. They could be a snippet of XML, etc. They are usually explicitly set by the user or by the use of a 

Filter. The Notepad value can be accessed for insertion into Sentences or output in a tabular report.” 

From Takki - will baptisms be separate or still part of birth group? 
HRE Team: still part of the Birth group. 

From Constant Marks - status of Project Explorer and creating Focus Group? 
HRE Team: the existing Person Selector in HRE is intended to replace both the TMG Project Explorer 

and the Expanded Picklist. Focus Group creation is a function we haven’t yet added. 

From Harry Gross, NY - will you be adding anything 'special' to hold genealogical proof 
arguments/summaries? 
HRE Team: we are well aware of the NGS Proof Standards and want to expand the TMG Surety 

concept to address this issue. 

From Marilyn Wethington - can you add the TMG ‘Reference’ value next to the person number when 
the name is displayed? An example: Joh Doe (888, ua4). 
HRE Team: not yet. Marilyn has raised a good question here and we thank her for the input. It will 

not be a major task to support this. 

From David Meinert - can the layout be modified to create similar look and feel to TMG? 
HRE Team: HRE has its own Look and Feel settings which give you 132 options. Whether you regard 

any of them as similar to TMG is up to you. We do not adhere to TMG screen designs, for a variety of 

reasons but do expect to create in HRE a product that will feel somewhat familiar to TMG users. 

From David Meinert - in TMG there is a relationship to ‘myself’ in the settings displayed.  Will HRE 
have this? 
HRE Team: we certainly intend to support something similar. 



From Harry Gross, NY - do you move from field to field via 'tab' or 'enter'?  This is meaningful, if one 
is going to try to use the ORA tool (from John Cardinal). 
From David Meinert - thumbs up to Harry's Q wrt ORA! 
HRE Team: field to field movement by tabbing is standard. 

From Ken Harvey - are we able to attach an image of a Census or Birth to an event? 
HRE Team: yes – adding an image is one of the items missing from the draft Add Event screen 

demonstrated. 

From David Meinert - will there be GEDCOM export? 
HRE Team: we are targeting GEDCOM 7 as the only GEDCOM export format we will support. Like 

TMG, HRE can hold far more information than GEDCOM can support, but GEDCOM 7 goes some way 

to closing that gap. 

Finally a bunch of nice comments we couldn’t help repeating: 
YAY to displaying all info on one screen i.e., 'edit event': memo / citation / sentence etc. 
Great job!  Thank you. 
I’m so anxious to use HRE.  Thank you for all your work. 
A monumental achievement!!!! 
This is really exciting to see, thanks so much Don & HRE team. 
Thank you for the demo! 
Wonderful, clear presentation, Don. 


